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ABSTRACT

This paper is about constructing a virtual work

space for performing any tasks by both hands ma-

nipulation. We intend to provide a virtual envi-

ronment that can encourage users to accomplish
any tasks as they usually act in the real environ-

ment. Our approach is using a three dimensional

spatial interface device that allows the user to han-

dle virtual objects directly by free hands and be

feel-able some physical properties of the virtual

objects such as contact, weight, etc. We have in-
vestigated the suitable conditions for constructing

our virtual work space by simulating some basic
assembly work, a Face-and-Fit task. Then select

the conditions that the subjects feel most comfort-

able in performing this task to set up our virtual

work space. Finally, we have verified the possibil-

ity to perform more complex tasks in this virtual

work space by providing some simple virtual mod-

els then let subjects create new models by assem-

bling these component models together. The sub-

jects can naturally perform assembly operations
and accomplish the task. Our evaluation shows

that this virtual work space has potential to be

used for performing any tasks that need hands ma-
nipulation or cooperation between both hands in
natural manner.

KEYWORDS: Virtual reality, 3D modeling,
cooperation between both hands, multi-modalities

INTRODUCTION

Recently, many three dimensional (3D) spatial in-

terface devices have been proposed. However,

each is appropriate for each kind of work[l] [2][6][7].
Now, we still lack of the interface device that can

immerse the user into the virtual work space, then

allows him/her to perform any tasks as desire.

For example, to create a new 3D model, it al-
lows the user to grip, rotate or twist virtual mod-

els at any orientations arbitrarily by hands ma-
nipulation directly. To construct such the virtual

work space, it is indispensable to consider the ef-
fective interaction communication between human

and machine[8][9]. The multi-modal system is a

concept which we adopt to provide information to

the user in multi-sensory.channels simultaneously
as we usually get information in the real environ-

ment. Primarily, sight and touch are the senses

that we have utilized. We use SPIDAR (SPace In-
terface Device for Artificial Reality) as the 3D spa-
tial interface device to construct such the virtual

work space. SPIDAR has been previously pro-

posed by M.Sato et al.[3][4].

On the other hand, let us mention methods for

forming a 3D model manually as we practise in the
real environment. There are two basic methods:-

Extraction method and Combination method[5].

Eztraction method

It is the method that a new model is created

by deforming the original model

Combination method

It is the method that a new model is created

by combining one model with another model

in an arbitrary orientation

Actually, to form a new model both by extraction

method and by combination method, we are fa-

miliar with manipulation by cooperative between
both hands. So the interface device that has a ca-

pacity of handle by both hands is needed to per-
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form this task in the virtual work space.

Originally, SPIDAR has been developed for sin-
gle hand manipulation. Since some kinds of work

are performed by cooperative between both hands

more effective than by single hand, here we have

enhanced it for both hands maalipulation.

This paper aims to construct a virtual work space

primarily for performing a task such as forming
a 3D model manually such mentioned above. Fi-

nally, we have evaluated it by simulating an envi-
ronment for forming a 3D model by combination

method. Then let subjects perform this task.

OVERVIEW OF SPIDAR

SPIDAI_ is a 3D spatial interface device previously
proposed by M.Sato et al. Originally, it was de-

veloped for single hand manipulation. The general

structure of it is shown in Figure 1. To perform

a task with this interface, the user needs only to

put his/her thumb and index finger into the pro-

vided caps. Each cap is held by four strings that
are wound around pulleys attached with electrical
motors at each corner of the cubic frame. The user

can move both the thumb and the index finger ar-
bitrarily. The motion of each finger that is the

motion of each cap also is detected by the rotary

encoders attached with the motors, so the position

of each finger can be caculated[4]. By controlling
the tension of the strings, we can provide force

sensations to the user via the caps. Moreover, we

can vary both the magnitude and the direction of
forces arbitrarily in the range from ON to 4N with

a step of 0.016 N [4].

Visual Display
PulleyRotary . /

Enc.o(Jer ) Fulcrum _ ._,/

1' _ _i::i::_:_i:i_i:i:.i_•i::::i., :_:_:.:

/

Figure 1 SPIDAR for single hand manipulation

Figure 2 shows the range of motion of the thumb

and the index finger that applying force-feedback
sensation is effective[3]. Each space for each fin-

ger is the tetrahedron whose vertices are the four
fulcrums.

for thumb

for index finger

Figure 2 Range of motion of the thumb and the

index finger

SPIDAR is a 3D interface device that can track

fingers' position and generate force-feedback sen-

sation to the user during manipulating virtual ob-
jects. It allows the user to touch and handle vir-

tual objects directly by free hand.

SUITABLE VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENT
INVESTIGATION

Coherency Between Kinesthetic and Visual
Sensation

In our virtual work space, we use the interface de-
vice, SPIDAR, which the user has to communicate

with the machine by hand movements controlling

away from the display screen surface, so we must

consider a natural act of eye-hand coordination to

make information coincide. Here, our approach is
reflecting the images of the thumbs and the in-

dex fingers on the display screen then apply force-

feedback sensation and change the poses of the
virtual objects corresponding to the situations of

the images of fingers relative to the virtual ob-

jects. We have considered 2 methods for reflecting
the images of fingers on the display screen as fol-
lows:

• Lengthened arms method

This method reflects the images of fingers by
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assuming that the user's arms are lengthened

from the current position to the display screen
(see Figure 3a). We consider particularly how

far the distance between the left and the right

hands should be to make the images of fingers
of both hands be reflected as if they just touch
each other. Let us call latent distance. We

search for the suitable latent distance by an

experiment detailed in Experimental Study
section.

* Projected hands method

By this method, the images of fingers are re-

flected parallel to the actual position (See Fig-

ure 3b),so the latent distance is zero.

(a) lengthened arms (b) projected hands

Figure 3 Methods for reflecting the images of

fingers on the display screen

We determine which method is suitable for co-

herency between kinesthetic and visual sensation

by an experimental study detailed later.

For providing visual information, we use computer

graphic display system for generating stereoscopic

images that the user needs to wear stereoscopic

glasses to perceive 3D perspective view of the

images. We currently do not plan to use head-

mounted displays (HMDs) since we feel the cur-

rent HMD technology is too encumbering and of

too limited resolution for viewing complex data.

SPIDAR for Both Hands Manipulation

As mentioned in the previous section, originally,

SPIDAR has been developed for single hand ma-

nipulation. To enhance it for both hands manip-

ulation, we have considered various styles of set-

ting strings. Some examples of new structures are

shown in Figure 4, where the circles are the rough
boundaries of each hand motion.

Figure 4a is the structure that is constructed by

connecting SPIDAR for single hand manipulation
2 sets together. In this case, the problem of the

interference of strings rarely occurs. However,

the positions of the left and the right hands are

separated rather far, so it is difficult to perform

some operations that need the cooperation be-
tween both hands in the near distance in the real

environment and it can not use with reflecting the

images of fingers by projected hands method. On

the other hand, the structures shown in Figure 4b

and 4c can be used with reflecting the images of

fingers both by lengthened arms method and by

projected hands method, but the interference of
strings occurs more often than the structure shown

in Figure 4a.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4

(c)

Examples ofsettingstringsofSPIDAR

forboth hands manipulation
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Experimental Study

From the conditions that we have considered

above, we determine which ones are the suitable

conditions by experimental study. In the experi-

ment, we simulate an environment for performing

a Face-and-Fit task (pick up two objects from a

number of provided objects, then turn them until
the desired sides face each other and unite them).

The virtual target objects are two cubic cubes (size

40x40x40 mm 3, weight 50 g) and the initial dis-

tance between them is 120 mm. We use 9 styles

of SPIDAR structure with reflecting the images of

fingers by lengthened arms method varying 8 val-

ues of the latent distance: 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60,

70, 80 cm. For projected hands method ,which

the latent distance is zero, we experiment with the

SPIDAR structure shown in Figure 4b. The com-

puter graphic display system is used for generat-

ing a real time image with screen updated rate 10

times per second. Force-feedback sensation is gen-

erated with force-feedback updated rate 30 times

per second. The subject has to wear the provided

stereoscopic glasses to see virtual objects as 3D

objects. The distance from the subject's eyes to

the virtual objects on the display screen is 75 cm.

Before the subjects do this experiment, they have

been trained until they have enough skills to use

this interface device. After each subject finishes

the experiment, we have interviewed him/her to
collect information about conditions that he/she

satisfies in performing the Face-and-Fit task in

this environment. Figure 5 is a scene of the ex-

periment.

Figure 5 A scene of the experiment
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Results and Considerations

Figure 6 isthe resultthat shows the relationbe-

tween the latentdistanceand the task completion

time offoursubjects.The pointthat ispointed by

the arrow isthe latentdistance that the subject

feelsmost comfortable in performing the task.
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Figure 6 The relation between the latent distance

and the task completion time

Subject A can accomplish the task fastest when
the latent distance is 40 cm and it is the latent

distance that subject A feels most comfortable in

performing the task. Subject B can accomplish
the task fastest when the latent distance is 30 cm

and same as subject A it is the latent distance that

subject B feels most comfortable in performing the
task. Subject C can accomplish the task fastest

when the latent distance is 30 cm, and the latent

distance that subject C feels most comfortable in

performing the task is 20 cm. Subject D can ac-

complish the task fastest when the latent distance

is 30 cm, and the latent distance that subject D

feels most comfortable in performing the task is

40 cm. Although the latent distance that subject

C and subject D accomplish the task fastest, and

the latent distance that they feel most comfortable

in performing the task are different. They are not

the discrepant results because when the latent dis-

tances are 20 cm and 30 cm for subject C, and 30

cm and 40 cm for subject D, they take time for

accomplishing the task in the vicinity.

The most suitable latent distance is 30-40 cm that

both makes the users comfortable in performing

the task and helps the users to accomplish the task
most effective.

Let us consider the latent distance again. Refer to
Figure 7, we can establish the formula for calcu-

lating the latent distance (F1Fr) as follows:

F1Fr : E1Er = VcFr : VcEr

F1Fr = VcFr×E1Er
VcEr

(VcEr-ErFr) ×E1Er
= VcEr

= E1Er ErFr×E1Er
(i)

In the experiment, the distance from the subject's

eyes to the display screen is 75 cm (VcH = 75 cm).
The average distance from the elbow to the thumb

of four subjects is about 40 cm (ErFr = ElF1 = 40
cm) and the average distance from the left elbow

to the right elbow is 60 cm (E1Er = 60 cm). By

substituting these values in equation (1), we ob-
tain the latent distance value that is about 30 cm

corresponding to the result from our experiment.

From these results, it indicates that lengthened

arms method is better than projected hands
method.
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Figure 7 Geometric relation of perceptual
information

VIRTUAL WORK SPACE CONSTRUC-
TION

Setting up the Virtual Work Space

We adopt the suitable conditions that are consid-

ered in the previous section to construct our vir-

tual work space. Although it is suggested that the

suitable latent distance is 30-40 cm, we have to

consider additionally about the boundary of the
images of fingers that should be reflected on the

display screen. Figure 8 shows two types for defin-

ing the boundaries of work spaces of the left and

the right hands on the display screen. Type-(a),
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the boundaries of work spaces of the left and the

right hands are located in the same area. Type-(b)

the boundaries of work spaces of the left and the
right hands are separated but some parts join each
other at the center of the total frame. The total

boundary of type-(b) is larger than that of type-

(a) but type-(b) can not support some operations

such as moving the right hand to the leftmost of

the total boundary or moving the left hand to the

rightmost of the total boundary. However, in per-
forming any tasks, we hardly operate by crossing

hands and the larger boundary can present more

information to the user, so we select type-(b) for

defining the boundaries of work spaces on the dis-

play screen.

Virtual 1

f

i Real
t

(a) same work (b) separate work

space spaces

Figure 8 Boundaries of work spaces of both

hands on the display screen

From the selected conditions, we have constructed

a virtual work space for both hands manipulation

which has the rough structure as shown in Figure
9.

60cm

37 inch

Figure 9

120cm

Rough structure of a virtual work space
for both hands manipulation

Initial Application

We have evaluated our virtual work space by sim-

ulating an environment for forming a 3D model

manually by combination method. We provide

some simple 3D virtual models such as a sphere,

a rod, etc, then let the users create new models

by assembling these component models together.

The users can perform naturally assembly opera-

tions and accomplish this task. Figure 10 is an

example that shows some situations of the virtual

models during a user is performing this task.
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Figure 10 Example of some situations of the

virtual models during a user forming a 3D model by
combination method

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have considered the suitable con-

ditions for setting up a comfortable virtual work

space for both hands manipulation. Since we
use the interface device that communicates with

the machine by hand movements controlling away

from the display screen surface, the congruity of
hand movements and visual information must be
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considered. In addition to force-feedback sensa-

tion, we have proposed reflecting the images of

fingers on the display screen to help users to per-

ceive the situations of fingers relative to virtual

objects more clearly. Lengthened arms and pro-
jected hands are two methods that we have consid-

ered and compared by an experiment. The result

shows that lengthened arms method is better. We

have constructed our virtual work space according

to this result then let subjects perform some sim-
ulated assembly work. Our evalution shows that

this virtual work space has sufficient conditions

for supporting users in performing any tasks that

need hands manipulation directly or cooperation
between both hands in natural manner such as cre-

ating a 3D model by assembling the provided com-

ponent models together. We intend to enhance

it for performing more delicate work and plan to
utilize auditory sensory to provide supplemental
information to the user in the future.
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